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Abstract

The Voynich Manuscript (VMS) is an illustrated hand-written document carbon-dated in the early 15th century. This paper aims at providing a statistically robust method for translating voynichese, the language used in the VMS. We will first provide a set of statistical properties that can be applied to any tokenizable language with sub-token elements, apply it to Universal Dependencies (UD)\(^1\) dataset plus VMS (V101 transliteration\(^2\)) to see how it compares to the 157 corpora written in 90 different languages from UD. In a second phase we will provide an algorithm to map characters from one language to characters from another language, and we will apply it to the 158 corpora we have in our possession to measure its quality. We managed to attack more than 60% of UD corpora with this method though results for VMS don’t appear to be usable.

1 Introduction

The VMS is one of the rare data-rich document that remain not understood thus far. A first question we must ask ourselves before trying to translate voynichese is to know if the text contains any sense (Reddy and Knight, 2011), (F. de Arruda et al., 2019). We can separate two situations here: in one case the text was designed to not contain any meaning, (Timm, 2014); in the other, the raw document was designed to hide a meaning (Ulyanenkov, 2016). This paper won’t elaborate too much on these two points for the following reasons: In a first approach, it seems implausible that this manuscript was designed to imitate a language that well in the 15th century while still respecting basic statistical properties of languages (Arutyunov et al., 2016), though it still could be extremely elaborated which would be non-trivial to prove or disprove. On the second possibility, any text could hide any meaning, if I tell you to run when I say “Blueberry”, I change the meaning of “Blueberry” to “Run”. It means that, as anything could mean anything, we will never be sure of the meaning of anything, including the VMS. This is just to illustrate how solid theories proning that the VMS is hiding a message should be.

One last thing is to understand the vocabulary we used when studying the VMS. “Deciphering the VMS” isn’t necessary used to mean that it was intentionally ciphered to hide a message. However, the methods used for deciphering intentionally encoded messages can still in part be applied on unintentionnaly non-understandable messages.

In this paper, we aim at providing non-refutable and measurable statistical tools for translating one unknown characters language text to a language with known characters. We will mostly provide:

- A set of properties and an analysis to compare languages of the world
- An algorithm that takes in inputs a source corpus with unknown characters and a support corpus, in two different languages, and that associate characters from the source corpus to characters from the support corpus

As we will mostly be working with alphabeti-
call languages, we will use the word "character" instead of "sub-token elements", and "words" instead of "tokens" for the sake of understanding.

The algorithm provided will be measured on multiple combinations of UD languages (Zeaman et al., 2019) to estimate its capabilities, and then applied on voynichese. This way we claim to provide a measurable way to try to translate voynichese. This analysis will mostly be based on existing transcriptions of voynichese, we consider using the images only as a confirmation for found results.

2 Handmade statistical language properties

2.1 Preprocessing before the analysis

Our first goal was to identify which languages seemed to be the closest of voynichese. A lot of work has already been done on this subject but not with the large amount of corpora, languages and idioms that UD dataset contains. Different assumptions will need to be made to do this preliminary work. We only possess visual informations, folios, on voynichese, so we first need to go from these visual informations to a set of characters. This work has already been done but different results outcome depending on if you take the V101 or the EVA transcriptions. For example, on folio f20v, second line, EVA starts with "sos ykaiin" while V101 starts with "sos 9hom". The ‘m’ from V101 ends up being 'iin' in EVA which will lead to different results depending on the algorithm you use on it (see Figure 1).

Now, instead of images, we have a list of characters and words. We already have made the assumption that the document was meaningful, we now make the assumption that these characters are part of an alphabet, and that when combined they form words that contain an individual meaning.

Our statistical properties will be computed on V101.

As a preprocessing, we ignore all punctuations in UD dataset. As voynichese doesn’t seem to be using punctuations, we drop them to artificially make all of our corpora closer to voynichese. Our database is composed of 90+1 languages which contain known characters and words, except for one: voynichese.

2.2 Unsupervised character-based analysis

We have a lot of informations for all 90 languages in UD, but in order to compare them with voynichese, we’re only able to use informations that are shared with voynichese. Only the sub-token element classification and tokenization are provided for the 91 languages.

We build a set of properties that are shared by all languages:

- Quantiles and means of words lengths
- Variance of words lengths
- Quantiles, mean and variance on proportions of unique characters per word
- Proportions of the N most frequent M-gram as a percentage of all M-gram
- Mean and variance on the proportion of unique words for a set of M words on N iterations
- Based on a word size, average size of the next and precedent words in absolute or relative value compared on current word size

These properties should avoid being too much dependent on the size of the corpus as UD corpora lengths wildly vary.

We are able to build a 68-long embedding for each language. We use the T-SNE algorithm (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) provided by Google Tensorflow Projector\(^3\) to analyse our results. Main language groups seem to be approximately respected (see Figure 2). In our analysis, we tried giving different weights for each statistic to have a better representation, with the quality of the representation being measured with how close in ranks two corpuses from the same language are, but this approach seemed to overlearn same language closeness while

\(^3\)https://projector.tensorflow.org/
degrading different but same-group language proximity, so this approach was abandoned. We can see Balto-Slavic languages in a cluster (a), Germanic languages in another (b), pure Roman languages (c), Asian languages (d) which seem to share some features and a last cluster containing Voynichese (e).

This last cluster is quite interesting because it contains a lot of poorly used languages. In the original space, V101 VMS is close in order of proximity to English-Pronouns, MbyaGuarani, OldFrench, Scottish-Gaelic, French FQB, Tagalog, French Spoken, Bambara, Marathi, Norwegian NynorskLIA, Yoruba and English LinES. First we’ll provide some insights on these corpora.
• English-Pronouns is a corpus based on artificially made redundant sentences in which only pronouns change
• Mbya Guarani is a language from South America tribes with around 15,000 native speakers
• Old French is a corpus based on 10 french texts written from 9th to 13th century
• Scottish-Gaelic is a still spoken medieval language
• French FQB is a corpus composed only of questions written in french
• Tagalog is a language spoken around Australia
• French Spoken is a corpus composed only of retranscripted french, with most aspect of a real conversation retranscripted (space fillers, onomatopoeia etc.)
• Bambara is a lingua franca used in Mali
• Norwegian NynorskLIA is based on transcribed spoken Norwegian dialects
• Yoruba is a pluricentric language spoken in West Africa
• English LinES is a quite standard modern english corpus

These findings support multiple hypotheses that were made in the past about voynichese. These hypotheses include:

• Voynichese cannot be trivially linked to any existing language, as the closest languages we found cover a lot of unlinked different origins
• Voynichese may be a transcript of an oral language, as are French Spoken, Norwegian NynorskLIA but at some extents almost all closest corpora are transcripts of a spoken language
• VMS may have been artificially forged to illustrated voynichese as a language, as is English-Pronouns (and French-FQB could count as artificially forged)
• Voynichese may be a medieval european language, as are Old French and Scottish-Gaelic
• Voynichese may be an european/latin adaptation of a foreign spoken language, as are Mbya Guarani, Tagalog, Bambara and Yoruba

After this analysis, none of these previous hypotheses seem to be refutable. A large point that would include all closest found relations is that voynichese may be a particular form of european literature (like a poem, an oral transcript, both...). Based on this extremely large possibility, our knowledge as data-scientists, and mostly on the data we have, we think that finding a character mapping from voynichese to another existing european language seems to be the best way to tackle the problem.

3 Attacking voynichese

3.1 Problem formulation

Our last hypothesis is that voynichese is a kind of european language on which whatever kind of transformation could have been applied. We have access, thanks to UD, to a large amount of different tokenized european corpora. We will describe two methodologies to compare two european languages. Most specifically, our goal is to find a character mapping between an european language with unknown characters to another european language with known characters. This way, we are able to measure the quality of our algorithm as we can measure the quality of our mapping on all the known character languages we have. As an example, if our algorithm can find the correct mapping \((a=a, b=b, \text{etc.})\) from anonymized english characters to french characters, despite these languages being quite far from each others, we can consider having a great algorithm. In fact, for each language, we only need to have one other language able to uncover its anonymized characters. Then we can apply this algorithm with voynichese as the anonymous language and find the best support language between all others.

However, even if we can measure how great we did on UD, we will also need a metric to measure how great we did on voynichese. Our main metric will be based on the proportion of unique words we successfully translated. A word is considered as successfully translated if, after a character mapping applied on its characters, the result can be found in the known-character language. The overall proportion of word translated was a less precise metric in our experiments.

Moreover, the final text must make some kind of senses. This metric is quite hard to formalize. If the text corresponds to the images without using the images, it seems to be a great
A final constraint is to have a computationally efficient algorithm. As we have more than 100 corpora with often more than 50 unique characters (uppercase included as characters are anonymized), even if testing one character combination took one second, testing all combinations would take billions of years. For two languages composed of 50 characters, there could be $50! = 3.04 \times 10^{64}$ combinations, and we would ideally like to test all languages with each other which would mean $158^{157} \times 50! = 4.70 \times 10^{409}$ combinations to test. This impossibility is the main reason for the two next proposed algorithms:

3.2 Character embedding proximity

Our first approach was to create an embedding for each character in the source language and the target language, and randomly map the closest characters between each others as an heuristic. This approach did work at some points for same-language corpora, but quickly became inefficient as languages would differ. Characters embeddings were built with:

- Quantiles on relative positions (in percentage of length) by words: each character has a list of positions based on all words it’s in, we took some quantiles from this list
- Average position in a word
- Word average size: each word a character is in has a size, we took quantiles from this list
- Quantiles on relative positions by unique words
- Frequency

Here are the simplified steps for building this algorithm:
1. Given a source language A, and a support language B
2. Make embeddings for each characters from A and B
3. Measure distances between A and B character embeddings
4. Assign each character from A its closest non-already-assigned character from B
5. Read the corpus A and count how much word from B you found

For all languages but voynichese, you can compare the end result with the true mapping. The following results are always presented for different corpora.

4 Source=French, Support=French

For same language but different corpora, we achieve understandable results. After running the algorithm, we are able to find back 64% of words in the support corpus, and 32% of unique words. The best achievable results with the right mapping are 91% and 79% of unique words. An example of result: "Alors que la plus grande partie de la transition numérique est sans précédent auw à les la transition sereine du de le pouvoir elle ne est pas". This text is slightly understandable for a french speaker and it does make some sense (tokens including punctuations were deleted).

5 Source=French, Support=Portuguese

French and portuguese are languages which are close to each other. Our results after some run is 32% of non-unique words found and 2% of unique words found. The best achievable results are 38% and 11%. An example of result: "dgE yíery e Vrytib ccoOuitgeu 8 saly-bkyt 2 euret 1 prygy a 5 hreoéat". The original sentence is "Até agora o Brasil conquistou 8 medalhas 2 ouros 1 prata e 5 bronzes". We can see that numbers do end up close enough in the embedding space, but the results are quite disappointing for characters. The fact that the non-unique word proportion of found word is so high reflect the need for considering unique words. Small words are quite easy to map with characters, and are extremely frequent, even if you mistake an "a" for an "o" and an "o" for an "e", you’ll end up matching two letters as "o" and "e" exist as individual words in portuguese. This also means that it’s probably better to have a metric based only on longer words. Making a character mapping that match the word "a" is quite easy, but making a character mapping that match all unique long names is harder and thus a better metric.

6 Source=Voynichese, Support=Old French

For voynichese, if we aim at having the maximum of non-unique word translated, it’s not hard to reach up to 15-20% of non-unique
words translated. Here is an example of result "giusé s bie in avil fme Jmns öéüé". It's supposed to be understandable in Old French, but it’s gibberish. The average length of the 154 found words is 2.8 characters, with only 2 found words being at a maximum of 5 characters.

If we aim at having the best score on unique word translated, we reach around 2% of unique words translated. Result:” bivst s yie in dciz qoe Sons Rtüt s yon qoers tons”. Both results don’t seem to be intelligible. Even if we learned how to build a better metric with this approach, the fact that it’s not able to perform on different languages doesn’t make it a great candidate for finding a great character mapping between two languages.

What we mainly learned:

• Don’t trust non-unique word metrics
• Don’t trust metrics on small words
• Compare metrics between languages. The fact that we could at most only find 11% of words from French to Portuguese doesn’t make the 2% such a bad score.

All of these will be used for our next algorithm.

6.1 FEFCMA: Fast Efficient Frequency-based Character Mapping Algorithm

6.1.1 Method

As the embedding based algorithm seemed to be a dead end because of the computational complexity to test enough combinations on accurate enough embeddings, we built another algorithm based on dynamic programming.

As you remember the computational complexity of testing all character combinations, this was of course an example of the worst use case where we would have to try all combinations, but would we really need to do that?

We designed an algorithm that will be referred as FEFCMA\(^4\) that can measure the quality of a partial character mapping to efficiently map characters from one language to another. See algorithm 1, written in pythonic pseudo-code.

\(^{(*)}\)The rank matrix is a matrix of size N*M, with N the number of words and M a maximum word length. At (x,y) in the matrix, we have:

\(\text{Data: Source corpus from language A,}
\text{support corpus from language B}
\text{Result: M = Character mapping from}
\text{A chars to B chars}
\text{init: Rank matrix (*) mA of A words;}
\text{init: Rank matrix mB of B words;}
\text{init: mAB a -1 matrix of shape mA;}
\text{init: Sort chars by frequency in A; in B;}
\text{init: M an empty mapping;}
\text{for each char rank cAr do}
\text{let cA char with rank cAr;}
\text{let scores a list;}
\text{for each char rank cBr do}
\text{let cB char with rank cBr;}
\text{m = M;}
\text{let m a mapping with cA = cB;}
\text{for each cr1=cr2 in m do}
\text{Where cr1 in mA, put cr2 in mAB}
\text{S = len(mAB \cap mB);}
\text{add (cB,S) to scores;}
\text{M[cA] = argmax_{cB}(scores)}
\text{M;}

\text{Algorithm 1: FEFCMA}

• The occurrence rank in the total corpus of the y-th character of the x-th word
• Or -1 if the character is excluded or unmapped
• Or -2 if it’s an end-word padding

\((\cap*)\) The \(\cap*\) is here to represent a partial intersection that count as valid any point containing a -1.

Example: We have the word AAC in language A, and the word BBC in language B. In the rank matrices mA and mB, it respectively gives \([0,0,4,-2,-2]\) and \([1,1,0,-2,-2]\), with 5 the maximum word length. The first iteration try a mapping from rank 0 in A to rank 0 in B, from char A to char C. In mAB we get AAC becoming CC?, so it gives us \([0,0,-1,-2,-2]\). If we have a word containing CC? in mB (like CCV), the line AAC from language A count as at least partially valid. The algorithm counts the proportion of at least partially valid lines above a certain word length, and keeps the best at each iteration. Then the algorithm test a mapping from rank 0 in A to rank 1 in B, etc.. After testing all possible ranks in B for rank 0 in A, it keeps the best

\(^4\)https://github.com/Whiax/FEFCMA
mAB for rank 0 in A and continues to rank 1 in A with possible ranks in B, and so on.

An intuition on why this algorithm works is as following: we start with all characters unknown between A(source) and B(support). Then, we map the most frequent character from A to a certain number of character from B in order of frequency to see which one is the best. When we only look at long-enough words, the proportion of partially found words creates a peak for the correct mapping. When we map 'a' to 'b', we find less partially valid words than when we map 'a' to 'e', and less than when we map 'a' to 'a', as it has a perfect correspondence. The 'a' of A will be more often placed at a position considered as valid for language B when it's placed where the 'a' of B is placed, provided A and B are close enough. Words that are present both in A and B will create a peak on the perfect correspondence, as will all other close words. This algorithm is based on similar words between languages. As all languages are a way of communication, exchanges between languages are frequent, so are matching words or derivatives.

This algorithm is vulnerable to biases between languages where char X from lang A would frequently be in place of char Y from lang B. After usage it turns out that these biases are not that frequent and having a bad result for only one character doesn't make the whole text unintelligible. After trying all required combinations for a character, we take the best mapping and preserve it for the next character from A. This algorithm can be repeated multiple times, if the algorithm did a mistake on one character, launching the algorithm again with the next character solved could help it find the right character on the second try as the peak could move on a more probable mapping, knowing we would have less partially mapped characters.

The algorithm can be used as a preprocessing before a more brute-force attack on closest characters. If our 'a' from French is in order of best score mapped to 'e', 'i', and 'a' in English, then we still can try all of these possibilities provided the combinations to test aren't too numerous. This would be applicable after the FEFCMA by saving all combinations scores. We consider this applicable for a maximum distance of 3 for each character, knowing the brute-force method never try surjections.

6.1.2 Results

We apply FEFCMA on the 10 first characters of the source language to the support language. We apply it twice by enabling or disabling multiple-source for one target character (a=>a, b=>a, c=>e..), aka surjections. The raw results are provided for all languages of UD + voynichese (except for some ill-formed UD corpora). The results are presented as a matrix where the y-th row, x-th column represents how well we attacked the y-th corpus/language as a source with it's x-th closest corpus/language as a support. This analysis is highly pluri-dimensional as the following characteristics shall be reflected:

- What is the distance to the perfect measurable mapping? Red to orange to yellow to green background
- Are the two languages using the same set of characters? Blank background if no (not enough characters in common), as the quality of the character mapping can't be measured relatively to a perfect mapping.
- Are the two languages the same (or almost, like old variants)? Underline if yes.
- What is the proportion of perfectly found words? This will be the number in the cell

Results took one week on a 4cores*3.8GHz CPU (on a laptop) to compute. Tables can be found in appendix.

Analysis: We consider an attack as a perfect success if all first 10 most frequent anonymized characters from the source corpus were mapped to their true value in the support corpus. Based on our results, 30% of source corpora were perfectly attacked with another language. 50% were partially attacked with 7 or more perfectly found characters, and 57% could have been understood after a transcript with 5 or more perfectly found characters and 8 or more partially found characters (characters that are close enough to the true mapping to be found by brute-force on closest characters).

When taking into considerations the situation where the source language can be the same as the support language, we reach up to 54% of perfectly attacked source corpora (all characters were anonymized and then rightfully
mapped back to what they originally were by FEFCMA. Up to 64% of source corpora could be understood after the mapping as they were partially attacked (7 or more perfectly found characters) and 67% of source corpora could probably be found by a bruteforce attack.

Tables in appendix show that recent european languages are the easiest ones to attack which is not surprising as they provide the more data and were all close to other european languages. Results for old european languages are of a great interest. Between AncientGreek-Perseus and Greek-GDT, we found 7 characters out of 10 which seems to be enough to understand and refine results. Old French and Scottish-Gaelic were also successfully attacked.

For languages that were close to voynichese, we got the following results:

- English-Pronouns is the only english corpus with bad results
- We failed to have great results on Mbya Guarani, Tagalog, Yoruba or Bambara, all these languages are based on alphabets.
- Old French was successfully attacked with but not only by other modern french corpora, so was FrenchFQB
- Scottish-Gaelic was perfectly attacked with Irish as a support
- We got 7 great characters on Norwegian-NynorskLIA with its closest corpora being in French or English, but the corpus can probably be perfectly attacked with another Norwegian corpus

To summarize these results, if voynichese is close to an old european language, it seems very plausible that we could be able to uncipher it with this algorithm. As we are competent in french language, we tried to aggressively optimize FEFCMA parameters to attack it with Old French as a support. Despite reaching up to 15% of unique v101 words giving an existing old french word only by a character mapping, the resulting text truly lacked of meaning (cf appendix). These high results show how important a careful analysis on the produced transliteration is, percentages of translated words are not robust enough metrics to prove a VMS translation correct. We propose some tracks to continue our work:

- We first recommend, for anyone trying quantitative analysis, to have a scientifically measurable approach by testing it on UD or other corpora. If one approach theoretically works on VMS/voynichese but fails on all other known languages, we recommend going into more depth.
- We recommend, for everyone, to continue seeking for languages which could be close to voynichese. This could be done by an enhanced visual analysis on VMS, on characters, and on other metrics like the one we can find in the World Atlas of Language Structures\(^5\). One can also use machine learning to train algorithm to identify which language does an anonymized corpus belong to, measuring its quality with a Leave-One-Out strategy and using it on VMS.
- If one consider that voynichese is or derive from an old european language, we recommend to use FEFCMA\(^6\), optimizing it with hyperparameters, reapplying it multiple times and to test multiple VMS transliterations with multiple european languages. This approach seems to be working for european languages.
- The possibility that VMS was built in the same way as Tagalog, Mbya Guarani, Yoruba, Bambara, or other languages of this type could make us ask ourselves how we would translate these languages if we only had a 30.000 words corpus available. This could show how important qualitative analysis could be furthermore required for dealing with the VMS.
- We wouldn’t deter seeking clues that would indicate that VMS was an artificially meaningless forged document, though these efforts would probably be better directed by following previous recommendations on having a robust analysis with multiple metrics based on other corpora.

We can’t pursue this analysis in more depth because of our lack of precise knowledge in all the languages involved in this work. For example we can’t pursue the analysis of a character mapping between V101 and Scottish-Gaelic because we wouldn’t be able to estimate the quality of the results.

\(^5\)https://wals.info/
\(^6\)https://github.com/Whiax/FEFCMA
7 Conclusion

It doesn’t seem like our algorithm was able to attack voynichese, though we did continue old lines of research. Research on the VMS seems to still need to go into more depth. Despite our results based on massive data analysis, we don’t think that quantitative analysis is a dead end, however we probably still need big chunks of qualitative analysis to deepen the focus of quantitative works.
Table 1: Scoring charts - green means 10 characters out of 10 were found, yellow is for 8 or more, orange 5 or more, red 4 or less, blank means we can’t measure the mapping automatically as the two languages most frequent characters sets don’t intersect enough (less than 70% of the 20 most frequent characters in common)
VMS attacked with Old French

Figure 3: FEFCMA results | Source=v101 | Support=OldFrench: star indicates the word exists in Old French, underscore indicates the letter wasn’t mapped

As you can see, the results are gibberish. Without limitations, the algorithm attributes the letter ‘r’ and ‘e’ quite a few times. Here is the mapping: o=>e | 9=>e | a=>e | c=>r | I=>i | e=>s | 8=>r | h=>r | y=>s | k=>r | 4=>p | m=>s | 2=>t | C=>r | 7=>r | s=>r | n=>z | p=>z | g=>m | K=>f | H=>_ | A=>_ | J=>_ | 3=>_ | z=>_ | 5=>_ | (==>_ | d=>_ | f=>_ | i=>_ | u=>_ | *=>_ | M=>_ | Z=>_ | %==>_ | N=>_ | J=>_ | 6=>_ | +==>_ | G=>_ | =>_ | W=>_ | x=>_ | I=>_ | E=>_ | Y=>_ | !=>_ | t=>_ | S=>_ | F=>_.

Results don’t look better with more limitations.
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